
 

April 27, 2018 



We have had plenty of rain this week and it’s been good to see how 

well the astro plays when wet. It is officially a “wet” astro, a decision 

that was made long before the drought arrived, but the ball certainly 

does move far better when it’s wet and the boys have found it 

noticeably better. 

We hosted Somerset College at the weekend and a very pleasing 

set of results rolled in. It was good to see that, when the SACS scores 

started to mount, the boys kept their composure and structures. 

There are no league fixtures as it is a long weekend, but our “A” 

teams are playing in knockout tournaments at three venues. 

The U19s are playing at Hartleyvale, the U16s at WPCC and the U14s 

at Wynberg. Do pop down to the venues and give the boys some 

support. 

 

Next weekend, we host Bishops at home. We will be using the 

occasion to officially open the new astroturf, so there will be much 

pomp and ceremony, plenty of hot beverages and lots of spirit and 

support! 



Below are the coaches’ reports for the SSC matches: 

First XI: 

Following a mid-week friendly game against the WP ladies hockey 

team, who wanted to play strong opposition in preparation for their 

upcoming IPT, the boys were a little clearer on what aspect they, as 

a team, wanted to concentrate on.  

 

   
 

We had looked at high pressing and we looked to action this against 

Somerset College. SACS had the better of the game for much of the 

first quarter and scored early through Kabelo Mosothoane to settle 

nerves. There were, however, instances of vulnerability in our high 

press and alignment, especially down our left side. We did have 

periods of consistent pressure, which worked and kept the 

scoreboard moving: it was 3 - 0 at half time (goals from Matt 

Meehan, Kyle Baxter).  

 

   



 

In the second half, SACS continued to stress the Somerset College 

defence, scoring at more regular intervals. Somerset were not 

without their chances, but our counter-attack skills were better 

executed and SACS scored six more goals to leave the final score at 

9 - 0 to SACS (Q3 goal Ethan Abrahams; Q4 goals Tom Mitchell, 

Jaeden Buhler, Kabelo Mosothoane 2, Matthew Meehan).  

 

     
 

It was good to win by such a dominant score-line, but it was pointed 

out to the boys after the game that there are more difficult tests still 

to come.  

 

 

 

 



Second XI: 

The start of the match was slow, and we conceded a goal within 

three minutes of the match starting. This was maybe not a total 

disaster as it made the team realise that the opposition would not 

be that easy.  

       

The boys bounced back very well and used their opportunities 

effectively to give us a 3-1 lead at half time. Even though we only 

scored one goal in the second half, the team played an effective 

passing game for a large majority of the half.  

That is the brand of hockey we would like to build on for the rest of 

the season.  

 

Third XI: 

Our Thirds and Fourths did not have fixtures against SSC, so they 

played in a practice match instead. (The Thirds won!) 



U16A: 

Coming off of a well-fought 2-0 win against Paul Roos, the SACS U16A 

team were up against a tricky outfit in the form of Somerset College. 

Somerset College have recently implemented a top-quality hockey 

structure within their school as well as brought in a few high-profile 

coaches, so heading into this contest, it would be by no means a 

walkover.  

  

Soon after the pushback, SACS asserted their dominance and 

applied consistent pressure, creating numerous chances. Through 

solid defending and good goalkeeping, the game was kept at 0-0 

for nearly ten minutes, until a blistering bottom-left drag-flick from 

Matthew May broke the deadlock and made it 1-0 to SACS.  

This gave SACS a massive lift with Nathan Ansell scoring another goal 

just a minute later. He collected the ball from the 23 and, driving 

towards the goal, finished off with a powerful shot into the right-hand 

side of the net, after an initial save off the goalkeeper.  

SACS’ GK was kept quiet through a mature performance from the 

defence, sniffing out and preventing any real attack from the 

Somerset College boys. 

 



After a short-corner gone wrong, and two decent saves by the 

Somerset College GK, there was no stopping a James Royden-Turner 

shot from top-D, making it 3-0 to SACS heading into half-time. 

After halftime, SACS continued to dominate and eventually it 

culminated in a superb team goal. Damian Knott turned the ball 

over on the 23, made his way over to the baseline for a penalty-spot-

pass to Chris Breetzke, and it ended off with a far-post tap-in for 

Adrian Boyce.  

The Somerset College GK and defenders were left stranded. After 

an initial save by their GK, Jamie Senekal showed his striker’s instinct 

with a backhand flick over the GK’s right shoulder, making the end 

score-line 5 - 0.  

        

This clinical performance and team chemistry moves the SACS U16A 

team into this long weekend’s Knockout Cup with positive 

momentum. 

 



 

 



U16B: 

The SACS U16B team showed their class last week against Somerset 

College.  SACS dominated possession and manufactured lots of 

opportunities early on.   

The Somerset College keeper did well to keep the game scoreless 

for a while, but was eventually beaten as the U16Bs found their first 

goal.  This encouraged them as they were able to find another four 

goals before half time.    

The second half was much like the first.  SACS were able to bring a 

greater intensity into the half and were more clinical.  This saw them 

cruise to a win.   

Special mention must go to Michael Jennings and James 

MacDonald for their hat-tricks.  It was an excellent team-showing 

with eleven players getting on the scoresheet.  The final score was 

16 - 0. 

U16C: 

The U16C team travelled out to Curro in Durbanville. For many it was 

the first time they had played against Curro. The team did not 

exactly know what to expect from, but that was put aside as the 

team knew what the expectations were of themselves, and that was 

to correct the mistakes made against Paul Roos.  

The backs showed a vast improvement with some good first-time 

tackles and great passing skills, which switched the play and 

created exit opportunities from the SACS half.  

The links had less pressure because of the great defence at the back 

and they were able to use the good ball provided from the backs to 

create opportunities for the wings and centre forward. Plenty of 

opportunities were created, yet many went astray. This will be the 

focus for the next two weeks: capitalising on the created 

opportunities.  

The boys had great fun and came away with a 4 - 0 win. It is good 

to see the tenacity in the way the backs bounced back from the  



     

 

      

 



previous match. The team should go from strength to strength with 

this confidence-boosting win.  

U16D: 

The U16 Ds should be commended for the way they came back from 

a greater-than-ten nil loss last week against Paul Roos.  The teams 

were more evenly-matched this week and SACS managed to enter 

the opponents D far more often and score some good goals.   

We managed to string several passes together, enabling us to keep 

possession as we moved the ball across the turf on numerous 

occasions.   

We dominated the first half, but possibly started the second half a 

bit complacently.  Settlers scored soon in the second half, but 

thereafter we took control of the game again and scored another 

two goals to end 5 - 1 up.  Well done, boys! 

U15A: 

It was a good 7-0 win. Build-up play was good at times, but the game 

was very rusty and bunched. There was a lot of space in the wide 

channels, but both teams attacked down the middle channel.  

We tried to implement passing and manipulating the wide channels, 

but players still held onto the ball too long and tried to dribble their 

way into the D. Goal percentages (on the amount of opportunities) 

were not good and shortly conversions were also not good . In all, 

the players played well, but these issues need to be worked on to 

get good results against better teams. 

U14A: 

Having suffered their first defeat of the season the week before to 

Paul Roos, the U14A side were determined to get back on the front 

foot against Somerset College.  

The game started scrappily with both teams regularly turning over 

the ball, but once SACS settled down and started stringing passes 

together, circle entries became more frequent. A well-worked short 



corner by Chase Cottee and Aiden Fourie saw SACS take the half-

time lead.  

 

 

In the second half SACS squandered numerous opportunities. It was 

not for lack of effort, but more for a lack of composure and failure 

to “upgrade” in the final area. The lead was increased to 2 - 0 when 

Chase Cottee pounced on a loose ball in the circle.  

 

       

The SACS circle was hardly under threat during the match with no 

penalty corners conceded. The U14s were disappointed with the low 

score line, but were pleased to have “bounced-back” from the 

previous week. 



 

U14B: 

After our disappointing defeat to Paul Roos last weekend, it was 

important for the boys to bounce back in order to gain some 

momentum before we take on our traditional southern suburbs 

rivals.  

 

We did this perfectly against Somerset College. The boys exhibited a 

close-to-flawless first-half of hockey which saw us go 3 - 0 up at the 

break. The boys moved the ball well and held their structure on both 

offence and defence.  

 

Special mention must go to Liyema Waqu for scoring a fantastic goal 

on his hockey debut (not his first game for the B team, but his first 

game of hockey!). Unfortunately we could not add to the 

scoreboard in the second half due to some complacency that crept 

in with our large lead. The game ended 3 - 0. 

 

We still need to work on aspects of our game such as movement off 

the ball and actual ball speed. If we can get those right before 

playing our bigger rivals, we will be a force to be reckoned with.  



 

Finally, the team as a whole must be applauded for their efforts on 

Saturday as each player made a unique contribution to the game - 

be it with their passing, tackling or goal scoring. 

 

U14C: 

 

The U14C team played an excellent game of hockey on Saturday, 

beating Wynberg Boys’ High 4-1. 

 

Spirits were high as the boys walked onto the field, eager to improve 

on last week’s performance. At half time, we were 2 - 0 up and the 

boys were exhausted after really giving it their all. 

  

Although a few goal opportunities were missed, the team really 

showed that they were there to win. Our young men worked 

together as a team to claim victory in the end.  

 

Fitness, short corners and improved passing are all on our list of things 

to improve upon but, all in all, we were proud of the efforts made on 

the field.  

 

The boys went home exhausted but with their heads held high. 

Onwards and upwards!  

 

 
SACS HOCKEY RESULTS  vs SOMERSET COLLEGE 

[20th & 21st April 2018] 

 

TEAM OPPONENTS Score 

SACS 1st Som College 9  -  0 

SACS 2nd Som College 4  -  1 

SACS 16A Som College 5  -  0 

SACS 15A Som College 16B 7  -  0 

SACS 16B Som College 16C 16  -  0 

SACS 16C Curro Durbenville 16B 4  -  0 



SACS 16D Settlers 16C 5  -  1 

SACS 14A Som College 2  -  0 

SACS 14B Som College 3  -  0 

SACS 14C WBHS 14E 4  -  1 

 
SACS HOCKEY vs BISHOPS [Fix 3] 

[4th & 5th May 2018] 

 

TEAM OPPONENTS VENUE FIELD DAY TIME 
 

SACS 1st BISHOPS SACS SACS ASTRO Friday 4th  19h15  

SACS 2nd BISHOPS SACS SACS ASTRO Friday 4th 17h30  

SACS 3rd  BISHOPS SACS SACS ASTRO Saturday 5th  10h15  

SACS 4th BISHOPS BISHOPS BISHOPS Saturday 5th  09h15  

SACS 5th BISHOPS BISHOPS BISHOPS Saturday 5th  10h15  

       

SACS 16A BISHOPS SACS SACS ASTRO Friday 4th 16h15  

SACS 15A BISHOPS  BISHOPS BISHOPS Friday 4th 17h00  

SACS 16B BISHOPS  BISHOPS BISHOPS Friday 4th 15h00  

SACS 16C BISHOPS  BISHOPS BISHOPS Friday 4th 16h00  

SACS 16D BISHOPS  BISHOPS BISHOPS Saturday 5th  08h15  

SACS 16E BISHOPS  SACS SACS ASTRO Saturday 5th  11h15  

       

SACS 14A BISHOPS SACS SACS ASTRO Friday 4th 15h00  

SACS 14B BISHOPS BISHOPS BISHOPS Friday 4th 18h00  

SACS 14C BISHOPS SACS SACS ASTRO Saturday 5th  09h15  

SACS 14D BISHOPS SACS SACS ASTRO Saturday 5th  08h15  

 

 

 

 


